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The Catholic School Manuscript Book Collection consists of sixty-two bound manuscript volumes, mostly of academic or devotional nature. The volumes have been grouped into five series by subject matter, due to the lack of other unifying characteristics: Series I, Theology and Philosophy; Series II, Mathematics, Science and Rhetoric; Series III, History, Literature and Law; Series IV, Devotional and Religious Works; Series V, Various School Texts. Within each Series the volumes are arranged in a loose chronological progression, with the undated volumes placed first. Concessions made to storage constraints, however, have forced a few exceptions to this arrangement.

Although the Series divisions seem somewhat arbitrary, the present separation is based upon a loose hierarchy founded on the importance of the disciplines involved (using, in general, a nineteenth-century Jesuit point of view), or upon the seriousness of the particular text. This has caused some inconsistencies; for example, an Arithmetic text has been placed in the last series of School books rather than in the series with mathematics and science, because of the basic nature of the work.

For the purposes of this division, Rhetoric covers composition, oratory and general literary studies; these texts make up part of the Second Series. Strictly grammatical texts and manuscript translations, however, are found in Series III. Also in the third Series, history is used in its broadest sense and includes biography. Finally, the rather subtle division between theological and religious works attempts to separate the theoretical and doctrinal texts, found in Series I, from the polemical or apologetic works, and from rules for religious observance and prayer books. These latter volumes make up Series IV.

Because of the diverse areas covered by the volumes, in subject matter, time period, place of origin and provenance, extensive indices follow the descriptions to aid the researcher.

Extent of Collection: 62 volumes in
8 boxes
3.75 linear feet
Provenance: listed in each volume description
Most from Georgetown College Library and Riggs Library collections
Date Span: 1557 to 1876
Processed: 1 May 1985
by James Helminski
SERIES ONE  (Theology and Philosophy)

Box 1

Volume: 1

philosophy

Spine title: MARTIN// PHILOSOPHIA

[390] pp.   Index: none

Place: not specified

Description: half bound in sheep with marbled paper, red label, gilt 19.5 cm.

Notes:

Provenance: Georgetown College stamp, 2nd leaf verso

Text 1/1: De Prologomenis  
Author: [Martin, P. ?]  
in Latin no date  
pp. 1-[85].

Text 1/2: Ontologia de Ente  
Author: [Martin, P. ?]  
in Latin no date  
pp. [87-97].

Text 1/3: Theodicea de Existentia Dei  
Author: [Martin, P. ?]  
in Latin no date  
pp. [98-131].

Text 1/4: Argumenta Metaphysica  
Author: [Martin, P. ?]  
in Latin no date  
pp. [132-279].

Text 1/5: Ex Morali  
Author: [Martin, P. ?]  
in Latin no date  
pp. [280-288].

Text 1/6: Supplementum ad Philosophiam P. Martin  
Author: Martin, P.  
in Latin no date  
pp. [289-390].
Volume:  2  philosophy
Spine title: [spine illegible]  
70 leaves, written on both sides  Index: follows text
Place: not specified
Description: full bound in vellum  20.5 cm.
Notes: copiously illustrated, plates
Provenance: William P. Mulry, Riggs Library

2/Single Text: Compendium Dialectises Hysogoge....
Author: not clear
in Latin  no date
leaves 1-70.

Volume:  3  theology
Spine title: EXCERPTA/ EX/ THEOLOGIA/ DOGMATICA  
[211] pp.  Index: none
Place: not specified
Description: half bound in sheep and marbled paper, 15.5 cm.
Notes: apparently class notes, many different texts
Provenance: St. Francis Xaviers, Bohemia; Riggs Library stamps, flyleaf verso

Text 3/1: Tractatus I de Deo ejusque Christo
Author: not indicated
in Latin  no date
pp. 1-51.

Text 3/2: Tractatus II de vera Religione ac Verba Dei scripto ac tradito
Author: not indicated
in Latin  no date
pp. 1-36.

Text 3/3: Tractatus III de Ecclesia Christi pars prior
Author: not indicated
in Latin  no date
pp. 1-36.

Text 3/4: Tractatus III de Ecclesia Christi pars II
Author: not indicated
in Latin  no date
pp. 1-[30].
Text 3/5: Dicertatio de Gratia  
Author: not indicated  
in Latin  no date  

Text 3/6: Tractatus IV de Sacramentis in genere et specie  
Author: not indicated  
in Latin  no date  
pp. 1-23.

Text 3/7: Tractatus V de Augustisimo Eucharisticae  
Author: not indicated  
in Latin  no date  

Volume: 4  
philosophy  
Spine title: Philosophia/ Naturalis [written]  
Index: none  
Place: not specified  
Description: full bound in vellum, remains of ties, 19.0 cm.  
Notes: texts seem to be bound out of order  
Provenance: Mrs. S. Beauchamp Hughes to Riggs Library (stamp, title page)

Text 4/1: Philosophiae Naturalis Pars 3a: De Mixto Perfecto  
Author: not indicated  
in Latin  no date  
pp. [1-99].

Text 4/2: Philosophia Naturalis Pars Quinta de Corpore Animato  
Author: not indicated  
in Latin  no date  
pp. [100-340].

Text 4/3: Philosophia Prima seu Metaphysica  
Author: not indicated  
in Latin  no date  
pp. [341-566].

Text 4/4: Theologia Naturalis seu de Ente incorporeo  
Author: not indicated  
in Latin  no date  
pp. [567-588].
Text 4/5: Philosophiae Naturalis Pars Quarta De Mixto imperfecto
   Author: not indicated in Latin
   pp. [589-644].

Text 4/6: Theologia
   Author: not indicated in Latin
   pp. [645-1076]

Volume: 5 theology
   Spine title: PETR/ Rami [written]
   153 leaves, written on both sides
   Place: Paris
   Description: full bound in vellum, with tie remains 20.0 cm.
   Notes: printed pages used in binding
   Provenance: unknown

Text 5/1: Oratio initio suae professionis habita...
   Author: Ramus, Peter in Latin
   leaves [1-19].

Text 5/2: Oratio ad Cardum Lotharingum Cardinalem editio secunda
   Author: Ramus, Peter in Latin
   leaves [20-87].

Text 5/3: Oratio de Legatione
   Author: Ramus, Peter in Latin
   leaves [90-108].

Text 5/4: Oratio de professione liberalium artium
   Author: Ramus, Peter in Latin
   leaves [110-125].
Text 5/5: Commentarium de Religione Christiana libri quartuor...Eiusdem vita
Author: Ramus, Peter
in Latin 1576
leaves [130-153].

Volume: 6 theology
Spine title: [Box:] TREAT--/ -ISES// MS./// XVII SAEC
91 pp., [50] pp. Index: none
Place: Louvaine
Description: [Box:] quarter bound red morocco and red buckram, gilt, 21.5 cm.
Notes: volume itself is full bound in reverse calf, labeled Ms., 20 cm.
Provenance: purchased, 1970's, Thomas

Text 6/1: De Die Iudicii et Carnis Ressurectione Dissertationes Duae
Author: not clear: T. F. A. ?
in Latin 1601
pp. 1-91.

Text 6/2: De Pronouncia Tedesco
Author: not indicated
Italian and German no date
pp. [1-50].

Volume: 7 philosophy
Spine title: [no spine or cover title]
Place: not indicated
Description: full bound in paperboard 19.5 cm.
Notes: logical diagrams: pp.154-64, tables of syllogisms: p.221-3
Provenance: Georgetown College and University Archives stamps, p. [1]

7/Single Text: Institutiones Dialectcae seu summulae
Author: not indicated
in Latin ca. 1690 ?
pp. [1-273].
Volume: 8 theology
Spine title: M.D
Place: not indicated
Description: full bound in reverse calf 18.5 cm.
Notes: meditations on the Fall and on Christ's circumcision precede text, Latin verses to Mary follow text.
Provenance: Georgetown College stamp, flyleaf verso

8/Single Text: Tractatus de Animi Affectibus
Author: Dermott, Michael
in Latin (but see above) 1730 leaves [1-85].

Volume: 9 philosophy
Spine title: MASSON//METAPHYSICA
[487] pp. Index: none
Place: Angers
Description: half bound in sheep with marbled paper 17.5 cm.
Notes: series title page on p. [1]
Provenance: Georgetown College stamp, p. [1]

9/Single Text: Institutiones Philosophicae Tomus IV/ Lectiones Metaphysica
Author: Masson, M.
in Latin 1754 pp. [1-487].

Volume: 10 philosophy
Spine title: MASSON//METAPHYSICA
Place: [Angers]
Description: half bound sheep with marbled paper, 17.5 cm.
Notes:
Provenance: Georgetown College stamp, p. 1.

10/Single Text: Metaphysica Specialis seu pneumatologica
Author: [Masson, M.]
**Box 2**

**Volume: 11**  
**Theology**

*Spine title: Theologia MSS.*  
*Place: not specified*  
*Description: half bound in sheep and marbled paper, gilt*  
*26.5 cm.*  
*Notes: smaller leaves bound into text at intervals*  
*Provenance: Georgetown College and Riggs Library stamps p.*  

1. *Text 11/1:* De Deo Incarnate seu de Divini Verbi Incarnate  
*Author: not indicated*  
*in Latin*  
*[1747]*  
*pp. [1-111].*

2. *Text 11/2:* Tractatus III de Gratia Christi  
*Author: not indicated*  
*in Latin*  
*[1747]*  
*pp. [1-123].*

3. *Text 11/3:* Institutiones Theologicae  
*Author: not indicated*  
*in Latin*  
*[1747]*  
*pp. [1-123].*

4. *Text 11/4:* In Sacram Scripturam Questiones Selectae  
*Author: not indicated*  
*in Latin*  
*1747*

5. *Text 11/5:* Questiones Selectae in Acta Apostolorum  
*Author: not indicated*  
*in Latin*  
*[1747]*

**Volume: 12**  
**Philosophy**

*Spine title: LOGICA R.P. WIESNER*  
*[175]* pp.  | Index: none  
*Place: Würzburg*  
*Description: full bound in sheep*  
*18.0 cm.*  
*Notes: list of students, 3 pamphlets announcing doctoral defense follow text*  
*Provenance: From to Wiesner to Balthasar Brigel to Cerfoumont to GTC stamp, 2nd leaf verso*
Text 12/1: Institutionum Philosophicarum Pars Ima sive Logica
Author: From, Francis
in Latin 1767
pp. [1-175].

Text 12/2: Printed: Theses ex Prima et Secunda Parte Logicae...
Printer: Nitribitt, Francis Ernest
in Latin 22 Dec 1766
pp. [1-4].

Text 12/3: Printed: Theses ex Secunda et Tertia Parte Logicae...
Printer: Nitribitt, Francis Ernest
in Latin 28 Jan 1767

Text 12/4: Printed: Theses ex Tertia et Quarta Parte Logicae...
Printer: Nitribitt, Francis Ernest
in Latin 23 March 1767

Volume: 13 philosophy
Spine title: [no spine or cover titles]
391 pp. Index: p. [376]
Place: not specified
Description: quarter bound sheep and cardboard 19.0 cm.
Notes: English and Latin epigrams follow text
Provenance: Georgetown College stamp, p. [1]

13/Single Text: Ars Logica
Author: Capocasale, Joseph
in Latin 10 Feb 1816
pp. 1-376.

Volume: 14 philosophy
Spine title: [no spine or cover title]
Place: not specified
Description: quarter bound in sheep with calf 18.5 cm.
Notes:
Provenance: Mudd to deTheux (?) to GTC to University Archives, inside cover, p. 1.
14/Single Text: Prolegomenon in Logicam
Author: not clear: Mudd, Jerome?
in Latin ca. 1818

Volume: 15 philosophy
Spine title: [unbound]
[219] pp. Index: none
Place: not specified
Description: paper-bound composition book 19.5 cm.
Notes:

15/Single Text: Brevis Introductio ad philosophiam
Author: not indicated
in Latin ca. 1820-40?
pp. 1-219.

Volume: 16 philosophy
Spine title: [blank]// I
[397] pp. Index: none
Place: not specified
Description: half bound in sheep with marbled paper 19.5 cm.
Notes:
Provenance: Riggs Library stamp, page 1. from Louis Deslondes
to J.K. Gleeson to GTC?

16/Single Text: Pars Prima Philosophiae/ Logica Quaestio
Author: not indicated
in Latin Sept 1829
pp. [1-397].

Volume: 17 theology
Spine title: cover: S. Scripture./ Epistola ad Romanos,
Pars I [written]
108 leaves, written on both sides Index: none
Place: not specified
Description: cardboard bound composition book 25.5 cm.
Notes: marginal English notes, loose slips
Provenance: Riggs Library stamp, 1st leaf verso
17/Single Text: [S. Scripture. Epistola ad Romanos. Pars I.] 
Author: not indicated in Latin [Nov 1876] 
pp. [i-ii], 1-[108].

Volume: 18 theology 
Spine title: cover: Epistolae ad Rom. pars II. 
109 pp., [27] pp. Index: none 
Place: not specified 
Description: cardboard bound composition book 25.0 cm. 
Notes: loose slips including an exam paper(?) 
Provenance: Riggs Library stamp, p. 1

Text 18/1: [Epistola ad Romanos. Pars II] Caput Octavum 
Author: not indicated in Latin 1 Nov 1876 

Text 18/2: Epistola ad Philippenses 
Author: not indicated in Latin ca. 1876 
pp. [1-28].

Text 18/3: [separated] "Quod praecipue apud Davidem Ps...et Zachariam..."cornu" legitur...." 
Author: not indicated in Latin ca. 1876 
pp. 1-[15].
SERIES TWO  (Mathematics, Science, Rhetoric)

Box 3

Volume: 1  science
Spine title: MECHANICS [written, not contemporary]
[401] pp.  Index: none
Place: not specified
Description: full bound in cardboard  22.0 cm.
Notes: many loose slips, includes figures, tables
Provenance: Riggs Library stamp, p. [1]

1/Single Text: Synopsis Mechanicae
Author: not indicated
in Latin  no date
pp. [1-401]

Volume: 2  grammar
Spine title: [no spine or cover titles]
[90] pp.  Index: none
Place: not specified
Description: full bound in vellum, with remains of ties
20.5 cm.
Notes: poems follow text
Provenance: University Archives

2/Single Text: [Latin Grammar, Rhetoric, Composition]
Author: not indicated
in Latin  ca. 1598
pp. [1-90]

Volume: 3  mathematics
Spine title: CURSUS//PHILOSOPH////[[]/ [ ]
[540] pp.  Index: none
Place: Louvaine
Description: half bound sheep and speckled paper, gilt
19.0 cm.
Notes: figures in second text
Provenance: N. D. van der Kerkhove, Dr. Larsen ?

Text 3/1: Cursus Philosophiae Louvaniensis
Author: van der Kerkhove, N. D.
in Latin  ca. 1785
pp. [1-212]
Text 3/2: Questiones Louvaniensis Geometria anni 1785-6
Author: van der Kerkhove, N. D.
in Latin 1785-6
pp. [213-401]

Text 3/3: Questiones Datae in Calefactorio Porci de Geometria
anno 1785 et 1786
Author: not indicated
in Latin 1785-6
pp. [402-494]

Text 3/4: Questiones Geometriae
Author: not indicated
in Latin no date
pp. [494-540]

Volume: 4 rhetoric
Spine title: RHETORIC
Place: not specified
Description: half bound in sheep and paper, gilt, 21.5 cm.
Notes:
Provenance: Georgetown College stamp, p. 1

4/Single Text: [Rhetoric]
Author: not indicated
in Latin 19 Oct 1806
pp. 1-283, index: [285-289].

Volume: 5 mathematics
Spine title: [no spine]
[179] pp. Index: none
Place: not specified
Description: 7 text sections sewn together, no binding 20.5 cm.
Notes:
Provenance: Riggs Library stamp 1st leaf

5/Single Text: [Calculus]
Author: none indicated
in Italian ca. 1810-20?
pp. [1-179].
Volume: 6 rhetoric
Spine title: cover: Fr. Detheux/ Ars Rhetorica, [written, not contemporary]
229 pp. Index: none
Place: not specified
Description: half bound sheep with paper, paper label added, not contemporary 19.5 cm.
Notes: pagination is intermittent
Provenance: Georgetown College, University Archives stamps, p. [1]

6/Single Text: De Arte Rhetorica Elocutio
Author: DeTheux, J. T. M. Y.
in Latin ca. 1825-30?
pp. 1-129.

Volume: 7 rhetoric
Spine title: cover: Ars Rhetorica/ "Institutiones/ Oratoriae" [written, not contemporary]
77 leaves, some written on reverse Index: none
Place: not specified
Description: full bound in cardboard 30.0 cm.
Notes: between pp.41-42 a sheet in French, Du Logoriphe, is included
Provenance: College Archives label on cover

7/Single Text: Institutiones Oratoriae
Author: not indicated
in Latin with French quotations no date
leaves 1-77.

Box 4

Volume: 8 rhetoric
Spine title: cover: Latin Verses/ Fr DeTheux [written, not contemporary]
[166] pp. Index: reverse of flyleaf
Place: not specified
Description: full bound cardboard, with remains of one tie 20.5 cm.
Notes:
Provenance: DeTheux?, University Archives, 2nd leaf verso
8/Single Text: [Latin Verses]
Transcriber: not indicated
in Latin and French no date
pp. [1-166].

Volume: 9 science
Spine title: PHYSICA/ 1
[539] pp. Index: none
Place: [Stonyhurst ?]
Description: half bound in sheep and marbled paper, gilt
19.5 cm.
Notes: pages are missing from beginning of text
Provenance: Georgetown College stamp, 2nd leaf verso

Author: [Levins, Thomas ?]
in Latin with English notes ca. 1810 ?
pp. [1-539].

Volume: 10 science
Spine title: PHYSICA/ 2
[424] pp. Index: none
Place: [Stonyhurst ?]
Description: half bound in sheep and marbled paper, gilt
19.5 cm.
Notes:
Provenance: Georgetown College stamp, 2nd leaf verso

Author: [Levins, Thomas ?]
in Latin with English notes ca. 1810 ?
pp. [1-424].

Volume: 11 science
Spine title: PHYSICA/ 3
[536] pp. Index: none
Place: [Stonyhurst ?]
Description: half bound in sheep and marbled paper, gilt
19.5 cm.
Notes:
Provenance: Georgetown College stamp, 2nd leaf verso
Text: [Physica, Vol. III: Electricity, Magnetism, Light]
Author: [Levins, Thomas ?]
in Latin with English notes  ca. 1810
pp. [1-536].
SERIES THREE  (History, Literature, Law)

Box 5

Volume: 1  law
Spine title: Cover: [written] Trattato/ del/ Gius naturale
Place: not specified
Description: cardboard covered 16.0 cm.
Notes:
Provenance: Georgetown College and Riggs Library stamps, p. 1

1/Single Text: Trattato del Guis naturale
Author: not indicated
in Italian no date
pp. [i-iii], 1-128.

Volume: 2  history
Spine title: CORDARA// DE/ SUPPRESSIONE/ S. J.
345 pp.  Index: none
Place: not specified
Description: half bound in sheep and marbled paper, gilt 21.0 cm.
Notes: Names Gleenan, J.S. and Fenwick, Geo. appear at bottom of page 334, application uncertain.
Provenance: Georgetown College stamp, 2nd leaf verso

2/Single Text: De Suppressione Societatis Jesu
Author: Cordara, Julius
in Latin no date
pp. 1-345.

Volume: 3  history
Spine title: [no spine or cover titles]
[258] pp.  Index: none
Place: not specified
Description: full bound vellum with remains of ties 20.0 cm.
Notes: 4 fold out figures, tables
Provenance: unknown

3/Single Text: Tratado 5o de La Artilleria
Author: not indicated
in Spanish no date
pp. [1-258]
Volume: 4  history
Spine title: [no spine or cover titles]
92 pp.  Index: none
Place: not specified
Description: covered with marbled paper 16.0 cm.
Notes: recopied from printed book ?: publication information given
Provenance: Georgetown College and Riggs Library stamps, p. 1

4/Single Text: Diverso annotationes tirces de l’histoire du clergé de France pendant la Revolution
Author: L’Abbé Barruel
in French  1793
pp. 1-92.

Volume: 5  history
Spine title: Life of Julius Mancinelli [written]
94 pp.  Index: none
Place: not specified
Description: quarter bound in sheep with marbled paper 20.0 cm.
Notes:
Provenance: Georgetown College stamp, 3rd leaf verso

Author: none indicated
in English  2 Nov 1810
pp. 1-94.

Volume: 6  literature
Spine title: ILIADE/ d’OMERS// 1
[289] pp.  Index: none
Place: none specified
Description: quarter bound in calf and marbled paper, gilt; front cover detached 13.5 cm.
Notes: interleaved scraps of paper
Provenance: Riggs Library stamp, p. [1]

Translator: Monti, Vincenzio
in Italian  1820
pp. [1-289]
Volume: 7  
literature
Spine title: ILIADÉ/ D’OMERS// 2
Index: none
Place: not specified
Description: quarter bound in calf and marbled paper
13.5 cm.
Notes:
Provenance: Riggs Library stamp, p. [1]

7/Single Text: [Iliade d’Omero, Vol. 2]
[Translator: Monti, Vincenzio]
in Italian [1820]

Volume: 8  
history
Spine title: Madrid Uprisings 1834 [paper label, written, not contemporary]
Index: none
Place: not specified
Description: cardboard bound to look like half-bound, with buckram and marbled paper
25.5 cm.
Notes: table of religious, p. [82]
Provenance: Georgetown College stamp, p. [1]

8/Single Text: Le giornate de 17 et 18 Luglio 1834 in Madrid
Author: not indicated [a Jesuit?]
in Italian after 1834
pp. [1-85].
SERIES FOUR  (Devotional and Religious Works)

Box 6

Volume:  1  devotional
Spine title: SANCTI/ IGNATI
[200] pp.  Index: none
Place: not indicated
Description: full bound morocco, gilt, marbled endpapers, gilt edges, beautiful 14.0 cm.
Notes: 3 plates
Provenance: unknown

1/Single Text: Sancti Ignati sententiae....
Author: not indicated
in Latin no date
pp. [1-200].

Volume:  2  religious
Spine title: cover label: La Doctrine Chrétienne/ Part 2nd
Place: not specified
Description: covered with marbled paper 32.0 cm.
Notes:
Provenance: Georgetown College stamp, title page, College Archives, cover label

2/Single Text: La Vérité des Misteres du Christianismo
Author: not indicated
in French no date
pp. [1-136].

Volume:  3  religious
Spine title: THEOSOPHIE
Place: not specified
Description: full bound in buckram, gilt, marbled endpapers 10.0 cm.
Notes: pp. 521-528 inclusive, missing
Provenance: Georgetown College stamp, p. 1
3/Single Text: Recherches et Preuves Physiques et Morales sur la vérité des principes de Foi catholique des Chrétiens
Author: not indicated
in French
pp. 1-522.

Volume: 4 devotional
Spine title: [none]
Place: not specified
Description: full bound in sheep 20.5 cm.
Notes: over half of the pages are blank
Provenance: Georgetown College stamp, 3rd leaf verso

4/Single Text: Indulgentia
Author: not indicated
in Latin
pp. [1-24].

Volume: 5 devotional
Spine title: [none]  Index: follows text
Place: not specified
Description: full bound calf, gilt, gilt pages, marbled endpapers 17.0 cm.
Notes:
Provenance: unknown

5/Single Text: Andächtiges Gebeth Buch oder so genannter Selen Schatz
Author: not indicated
in German

Volume: 6 devotional
Spine title: [none]
[179] pp., 17 plates  Index: none
Place: Vienne
Description: full bound calf, gilt, 14.0 cm.
Notes: one page in German, two plates glued on
Provenance: Georgetown College stamp, 1st leaf verso
6/Single Text: Les Quinze Misteres du Rozaire
Author: not indicated
in French, one page in German 1772
pp. [1-179].

Volume: 7 devotional
Spine title: JUDDE/ EXERCICES/ SPIRITUELS
400 pp., 335 pp. Index: p. 335 of second volume
(incomplete)
Place: not specified
Description: half bound sheep with marbled paper 19.0
cm.
Notes: two volumes are bound into one

Text 7/1: Exercices Spirituels ou Meditations pour une retraite
de 30 jours...Tome Ier
Author: Judde, Claude
in French 1814
pp. 1-400.

Text 7/2: Exercices Spirituels...Tome IIe
Author: Judde, Claude
in French 1814
pp. 1-335.

Volume: 8 devotional
Spine title: De Ratione Meditandi/ 1834 [Archives Label,
written, not contemporary]
[54] pp. Index: none
Place: not specified
Description: half bound in vellum and paper 21.0 cm.
Notes:
Provenance: Riggs Library, University Archives

8/Single Text: De Ratione Meditandi
Author: not indicated
in Latin 1834
pp. [1-54].
Volume: 9 religious
Spine title: [cover, written:] Memoranda
33 pp. Index: none
Place: Boston?
Description: marbled paper covered composition book
18.5 cm.
Notes: Many separate, short chapters
Provenance: unknown

List of Headings:
Ordo Diurnus
Distributio Aestiva
His Ordo Variatur
Dies Festorum
Dies Communionis
Dies Vacationum
Dies quibus solet Mensa...
De Professione Fidei
De Poenitentiis
De Abstinentia feriae
Ex præscriptione Patris visitatoris...
Dies Communionis
Author: not indicated
in Latin 1860-61
pp. 1-33.

Volume: 10 religious
Spine title: [no spine or cover titles]
Place: not specified
Description: full bound in red sheep, gilt, marbled
depapers, 17 cm.
Notes:
Provenance: Novitiate at Frederick, Novitiate of the Maryland
Province S. J.
10/Single Text: [Handbook for novices]
Author: not indicated
in Latin no date
pp. 1-[107], index.
Box 7

Volume: 11 religious
Spine title: [written:] Quadro del Cristianesimo
Place: not specified
Description: quarter bound in sheep and marbled paper
27.0 cm.
Notes:
Provenance: Georgetown College and Riggs Library stamps, p. [1]

11/Text 1: Quadro del Cristianesimo
Author: Negoli, P. ?
in Italian ca. 1850
pp. [1-196].

Text 2: Quadro del Cristianesimo dai primi tempi del mondo...
Author: [Nepoli, P. ?]
in Italian ca. 1850
pp. 1-92.
SERIES FIVE  (Various School Texts)

Box 7

Volume:  1  play
Spine title: [none]
[110] pp.  Index: none
Place: not specified
Description: marbled paper covered composition book
20.5 cm.
Notes:
Provenance: Riggs Library stamp, p. [1]

Single Text: Maurice: Tragédie chrétienne en cinq actes
Author: Rondeau, P. ?
in French  no date
pp. [1-110].

Volume:  2  play
Spine title: [none]
[68] pp.  Index: none
Place: not specified
Description: marbled paper covered composition book
20.5 cm.
Notes:
Provenance: Riggs Library stamp, p. [1]

Single Text: Le Bourgmestre de Sardam
Author: not indicated
in French  no date
pp. [1-68].

Volume:  3  play
Spine title: [none]
[84] pp.  Index: none
Place: not specified
Description: marbled paper covered composition book
20.5 cm.
Notes:
Provenance: Riggs Library stamp, p. [1]

Single Text: L’homme aux trois visages
Author: not indicated
in French  no date
pp. [1-84].
Volume: 4 play
Spine title: [none]
[85] pp. Index:
Place: not specified
Description: marbled paper covered composition book
20.5 cm.
Notes:
Provenance: Riggs Library stamp, p. [1]

Single Text: Le triomphe de la piété filiale
Author: not indicated in French
no date
pp. [1-85].

Volume: 5 play
Spine title: [none]
[168] pp. Index:
Place: not specified
Description: marbled paper covered composition book
20.5 cm.
Notes:
Provenance: Riggs Library stamp, p. [1]

Single Text: L'homme de forêt noire
Author: not indicated in French
no date
pp. [1-168].

Volume: 6 play
Spine title: [none]
[73] pp. Index:
Place: not specified
Description: composition book, covers missing
20.5 cm.
Notes:
Provenance:

Single Text: Charles ou le Dévouement
Author: not indicated in French
no date
pp. [1-73].
Volume: 7  play  
Spine title: [none]  
[84] pp.  Index:  
Place: not specified  
Description: marbled paper covered composition book  
20.5 cm.  
Notes:  
Provenance: Riggs Library stamp, p. [1]  

Single Text: Agapit  
Author: not indicated  
in French  
no date  
pp. [1-84].

Volume: 8  class notes  
Spine title: [no spine]  
18 pp., 16 pp.  Index: none  
Place: not specified  
Description: paperbound  
18.5 cm.  
Notes: composition book  
Provenance: unknown  

Text 1: Epitome of Law  
Author: Jones, J. D. ?  
in English  
no date  
pp. 1-18  

Text 2: Historical [Notes]  
Author: Jones, J. D. ?  
in English  
no date  
pp. 1-16.  

Volume: 9  miscellaneous  
Spine title: cover label: Verses and/ Class Notes [written, not contemporary]  
Place: not specified  
Description: half bound in sheep with marbled paper  
27.0 cm.  
Notes: a great number of pages have been removed from the back; poem, "The Bells" precedes text; figures in text  
Provenance: College Archives, cover label
Text 1: "The Bells"
Author: [Poe, Edgar Allen]
in English no date
pp. [1-5].

Text 2: Tractatus de Gratia
Author: not indicated
in Latin no date
pp. [12-116].

Text 3: The material world, its components with their properties and relations form the subjects of inquiry
Author: not indicated
in English no date
pp. [117-144].

Volume: 10 miscellaneous
Spine title: Label: Arithmetic by/ William Spears/ 1802
[222] pp. Index: none
Place: not specified
Description: covered in cloth 32.5 cm.
Notes: drawings on both covers
Provenance: From John Spears Dorset to GTC to Riggs Lib. to University Archives 1896

Single Text: Arithmetic
Author: Spears, William
in English 1802
pp. [1-222].

Box 8

Volume: 11 class notes
Spine title: [no spine or cover titles]
[364] pp. Index: none
Place: not specified
Description: half bound sheep with marbled paper 16.0 cm.
Notes: clippings glued over first few pages
Provenance: George M. Levins, inside back cover

Single Text: [Class Notes] Lecture 59th
Author: Irwin, John Andrew
in English ca. 1788
Volume: 12  miscellaneous
Spine title: [no spine or cover title]
Place: Dublin
Description: half bound calf with paper, gilt  18.0 cm.
Notes: p. 51 in gaelic, doodles on last pages
Provenance: Charles Toomy to James Byrne, Riggs Library

The Songs of the Irish Melodies:
Author: Thomas Moore ?
Transcriber: Toomy, Charles ?
in English, but see above 1816-1819
Section 1: Sixth Number
pp. [3-23].
Section 2: Third Volume, Fifth Number
pp. [24-38].
Section 3: Second Number
pp. [39-54].
Section 4: First Number
pp. [55-68].
Section 5: III Number
pp. [69-82].
Section 6: 4th Number
pp. [83-99].

Volume: 13  commonplace book
Spine title: EXCERPTA E VARIIS
418 pp., many blank  Index: none
Place: not specified
Description: full bound calf, gilt 17.0 cm.
Notes: commonplace book, many sections of quotations
Provenance: Alumni files Clarke, W.F. ent.1829
Set of excerpts from various authors:
written ca. 1830 ?

Section 1: Milton
in English  pp. 1-6.
Section 2: Miscellaneous
in English and Latin  pp. 37-45.
Section 3: Propria
in Greek, Latin and English  pp. 93-99.
Section 4: Epistolary Style
in English  pp. 101-104.
Section 5: English Poetry in English pp. 105-107.
Section 7: Burke in English pp. 158-171.
Section 8: Ordination of the English Church in English pp. 230-233.
Section 9: [Biographical Notes and Anecdotes of miscellaneous Russians in English pp. 235-236.
Section 10: Monita in Latin pp. 251-258.
Section 11: [Short Theological Notes] in Latin pp. 259-260.
Section 14: Notes from Turners Sacred History of the World in English pp. 296-300.

Volume: 14 class notes
Spine title: DR. BLAIR’S/ LECTURES// VOL/ II
352 leaves Index: none
Place: not specified
Description: full bound calf, gilt, front cover detached 18.5 cm.
Notes:
Provenance: J.F. Callan to Georgetown College stamp, p. 1

Single Text: Lectures on Rhetoric and Belles Lettres
Author: not indicated in English ca. 1825-30
leaves 1-352.
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<table>
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<tbody>
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<td>1810</td>
<td>III.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ca.1810</td>
<td>II.9-11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1814</td>
<td>IV.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ca.1810-20?</td>
<td>II.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1816</td>
<td>I.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1816-19</td>
<td>V.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ca.1818</td>
<td>I.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1820</td>
<td>III.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>III.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ca.1825-30</td>
<td>II.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
ca. 1820-40 ?  
I.15

1829  
I.16

c. 1830  
V.13

1834  
IV.8

after 1834  
IV.8

after 1840  
V.9

1850  
IV.11

1860-61  
IV.9

1876  
I.17
LIST OF SIMILAR BINDINGS

"Georgetown College Binding"
(before 1870)
Box 1, Series I, Volume 1
Box 1, Series I, Volume 9 (similar)
Box 1, Series I, Volume 10 (similar)
Box 2, Series I, Volume 11
Box 4, Series II, Volume 9
Box 4, Series II, Volume 10
Box 4, Series II, Volume 11
Box 5, Series III, Volume 2
[perhaps, Box 5, Series III, Volumes 6 & 7]

Vellum Bindings
Box 1, Series I, Volume 2
Box 1, Series I, Volume 4
Box 1, Series I, Volume 5
Box 2, Series II, Volume 3
Box 5, Series III, Volume 5

Identical Composition Books
Box 7, Series V, Volumes 1-7

Pairs of Books with Identical Bindings
Box 3, Series II, Volume 4
Box 3, Series II, Volume 6
Box 1, Series I, Volume 3
Box 6, Series IV, Volume 7